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We present a model of directed networks that is based
on the relative frequency of second order edge motifs,
which are patterns of two network edges. The four sec-
ond order motifs are reciprocal, convergent, divergent,
and causal connections (Figure 1), and our goal is to
understand the network structure that one can predict
just from these motifs. To describe a network ensemble
that is determined by a particular distribution of second
order motifs, one must infer a probability distribution
that characterizes the full network. There are many pos-
sible network probability distributions consistent with a
given distribution of second order motifs, and we select
the one with minimal additional structure, i.e., the maxi-
mum entropy network [1]. We determine a probability
distribution on networks connecting N neurons that is
parametrized by five quantities: the probability of a sin-
gle edge and the relative occurrence of each of the four
second order edge motifs. We refer to the resulting net-
work models as second order networks.
We examine the extent to which the second order

networks predict the distribution of edges in neuronal
networks. Using the data from simultaneous whole cell
recordings of three neurons published by Song et al. [2],
we calculate the second order network determined from
the data and demonstrate that the network predicts
most of the higher order structure. The one exception is

that three edge cycles were more prevalent than pre-
dicted by the second order network. We discuss the
properties of the second order networks and compare
them to other network models.
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Figure 1 The four second order edge motifs of reciprocal,
convergent, divergent, and causal connections.
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